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Abstract

The results of studies are presented performed in the Central Scientific Research
Institute of the Military-Space Forces of the Russian Federation Ministry of Defence
(CSRI MSF RFMD) on determination of the opportunity and expediency to use the
accumulated in Russia scientific-technical experience (STE) in the field of space
electric rocket propulsion systems (ERPS) in the course of creation of transport-
power modules (TPM) and space vehicles (SV) of a new generation with power
propulsion system for the dual purpose of the SV self-delivery from the supporting
orbit to the operating one and the further power supply of the SV onboard system
during the whole term of its life-time.

The opportunity to use electric rocket engines (ERE) with a thrust specific
impulse of 20000...30000 m/s in the TPM composition allows to increase 2-3 times(up to 10-15 t) the mass of a payload delivered to the geostationary orbit (GSO) bythe existing and developed carrier vehicles (CV), to provide for the solution of energyconsuming tasks (being solved earlier at the cosmodrome Baykonur) using thecosmodrome Plesetsk as well as to reduce the quantity of launches of the heavy classCVs at the expense of a series of tasks' transfer to the medium class CVs.

The SV mass increase at the operating orbit due to the peculiarities of ERPS use
is achieved at the expense of an increase of an SV delivery duration (up to I year andmore) that reduces the indices of an expeditious dislocation and sustenance of anorbital group (OG) readiness for the intended application. TPMs on the base ofnuclear power propulsion systems (NPPS) with a propellant (P), hydrogen or
ammonia, pumping through the reactor core are prevented from this disadvantageand the level of their development will determine the prospects of ERPS application
in the TPM composition.

Possible fields of the TPM with ERPS application are shown and the major
prerequisites for the choice of TPM of a given type as the basic option are given asthe most feasible using the Russian industry capability.
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I
Introdulct ion

The major element of the space infrastructure is the system of dislocation and
sustenance means (DSM) of the SV orbital group that solves the tasks of a defence
character as well as is used in the interests of science, economy, and international
cooperation.

In the opinion of the CSRI MSF RFMD specialists, the necessity to solve a
series of tasks may occur at the period near 2010 regarding defense, communications,.
ecology, and international control requiring development of SVs of a new generation
having a large mass (4-5 t and more) operating at power consuming orbit and
requiring a higher level of power resources of an onboard special complex (more than
10 kW).

STo resolve the contradictions between the requirements for delivery of such SVs
to the power consumption orbits and the DSM capabilities, it seems expedient to
consider creation of TPMs allowing to provide for the SV self-delivery to the
operating orbits and power supply of the SV onboard systems during its life-time as
one of the lines of the DSM evolution [1]. Thus, the application of TPMs possessing
high power-mass efficiency due to the use of highly efficient propulsion systems (PS)
will give the opportunity to reduce dimensions of CVs used to deliver SVs of a large
mass that will provide for a decrease of a number of a heavy class CVs' launches andu a reduction of expenses for the SV delivery.

The STE available in Russia allows to create the following types of TPM:
* Based on the solar power system and ERPS (TPM-SERPS);
* Based on the thermionic nuclear power system (NPS) with multi-element

thermionic fuel elements (TFE) and ERPS (TPM-NERPS);
* Based on the bimodal NPPS with P pumping through single-element TFEs of

the reactor-converter (RC) in the propulsion mode (TMP-NPPS-TC);
* Based on the bimodal NPPS with a thermionic or dynamic conversion (TPM-

NPPS-NTP).

Each of the listed TPM types has its advantages and disadvantages. For example,
ERPS application on which there exists an experience of operation in the
composition of the orbital means allows to deliver maximum possible masses to the
operating orbit, however, in this case, delivery duration ranges from several months
to 1...2 years. The transfer to the NPPS with P pumping through RC and to the NTP
technologies allows to reduce delivery duration up to 1-7 days retaining quite a high
power-mass efficiency, however, studies in this line are at the level of search studies
and concept developments. The application of a solar TPM in the SV composition as
opposed to a nuclear TPM is not associated with the resolution of the ecological
problems but causes quite a durable delivery (up to 2 years).

Evidently, the prospects of the ERPS application in the TPM composition will
depend on the TPM option choice from the number of the listed above for research
and development and the future application.

| This paper gives the analysis of the problem issues of the choice of TPM with
ERPS as the major option for the nearest work out and discusses the prospects of the
ERPS application in the composition of the solar and nuclear TPMs.
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Peculiarities of construction and application
of a self-delivering SV and TPM different types

A self-delivering SV in its structure may be presented as consisting of twomodules: the purpose module (PM) providing for the obtainment of the output effect(radiolocation observation, communications, retransmission, etc.) and a versatile
TPM that has in its composition a solar or nuclear power system of a higher powerand a propulsion system on the base of the ERE or engines with P pumping throughthe reactor core.

The option of the TPM-NERPS schematic is given in Fig. 1. An instrumentation
compartment of the communication SV is illustrated as a purpose module.

W -, o&ud,. The scheme of the SV delivery using
S_ '' TPM significantly differs from the

... - traditional ones. A two-stage booster (B)
on the TPM base is delivered to the
supporting orbit together with PM. Then,

Mo ~Ulc Of / the booster stage basing on the liquid-
SM "propellant rocket engine (LPRE) delivers

ERPS the objective from the supporting orbit to
PFup modul the intermediate one. After that, the SV

with TPM help is self-delivered to the
operating orbit. At the operating orbit,
the TPM stays in the SV structure

Fig. 1. providing for the orbit correction and
power supply of the special complex and
onboard systems during the SV life-time.

In the case of the NTP application, the minimum height of the intermediate
orbit is choosed from the conditions of radiation safety providing, and in the case ofthe SPS application, it is determined by the level of the TPM initial thrust loadingbecause at the supporting orbits where atmosphere density is quite high, the force ofaerodynamic resistance with large areas of solar batteries may be commensurablewith the ERE thrust force.

Increase of power capacities of CV "Proton" and "Zenit"
with the use of TPM with ERPS

Due to the use of the ERE with a high thrust specific impulse, the TPM allowsto increase significantly the payload mass delivered to the geostationary orbit (GSO)
with the help of existing and developed CVs, to provide for the solution of powerconsuming tasks (solved earlier at the cosmodrome Baykonur) using the cosmodromePlesetsk as well as to reduce the quantity of launches of the heavy class CVs at theexpense of a series of tasks' transfer to the medium class CVs.

Fig. 2. illustrates the results of the efficiency assessment of the solar TPM
application aiming to enhance the power capabilities of the CV "Proton" and itsregular oxygen-kerosene BOOSTER with a LPRE of 80000 N thrust.
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Thc communication SV of a ___ _

tradciion;il structure having the mass 3.5 t . ... 
(the PM mass is 1350 kg) has been i \S . i
chosen as an example. Its delivery to the ', I

GSO using the CV "Proton" with the\ -,
regular booster seems to be impossible '
from the cosmodrome Baykonur. " " __._./ .- *'/I/

The task of such SV delivery may be -
solved if the mentioned booster is used as
the TPM first stage and the ERPS is used , o
as the second stage with the system of - --
fuel storage and feeding (FSF) that is " "
mounted at the special platform separated
from the SV after its delivery to the GSO. I-I- m-

For the ERPS and SV onboard
system power supply in the course of
delivery and regular operation, SBs with Fig. 2.
the initial power 12 kW are used. In this
case, the SB degradation and its
switching off in a shadow are taken into
account.

The discussed SV using the solar TPM may be delivered to the GSO in 8
months. In this case, the delivery duration will significantly depend on the launch
time and the ERPS specific impulse. The optimum launch time allows to reduce the
delivery time by 10-15% due to the maximum possible reduction of time when the
SV stays in the shadow in the course of its delivery to the operating orbit. The choice
of the reasonable value of the ERPS specific impulse allows to reduce the delivery
duration with the help of TPM by 40% due to the associated redistribution of the
characteristic velocity gained in the course of the LPRE and ERPS operation.

Fig.2 also shows the dependencies of the intermediate orbit parameters (Hint, iint)
and the required amount of BOOSTER fuel (Mr) on the ERPS specific impulse.

The opportunity to reduce the CV ,., .l. nt..,

dimensions to solve the purpose tasks ""."'" " - CV "--*----

with the help of SVs operating at the " 4000 "'" -'- ' Hn

GSO is illustrated in Fig.3. 290

In this case, the SV has been "0 - \
chosen as an example that is being 27,,0

delivered at the present time to the ,2 2n
GSO by the heavy class CV "Proton" 26o0 r2..
from the cosmodrome Baykonur. In o,
the considered example, the SV PM, -

that is, the retransmitter with the 15000 20000 25000 ip.

aerial-feeder device and the system Fig. 3.
providing for the thermal mode
(SPTM), was assumed to have the
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mass 800 kg. Delivery of the given PM to the GSO is realized by the medium class
CV "Zenit" and the TPM in the booster structure basing on the components
NT+UDMH (the LPRE thrust is 20000 N), thermionic NPS of the "Topaz-l" type
(its power in the propulsion and nominal modes is 10 kW and 36 kW, respectively),
and the ERPS basing on the stationary plasma thruster (SPT) M-200, M-290.

The performed calculations have shown that the PM of the listed mass delivery
in approximately 10 months by the medium class CV is possible from the
cosmodrome Plesetsk.

Estimation of the influence of TPM flight duration
on the efficiency of their use for forming OG in composition required

The increase of the SV mass at the operating orbit is achieved at the expense ofthe increase of the SV delivery duration due to the peculiarities of the engines of lowthrust (up to 2000 N) use in the TPM structure that reduces the indices of anexpeditious dislocation and sustenance of an orbital group (OG) readiness for theintended application. In this connection, the task of the application efficiencyassessment of the TPM of different types for the OG dislocation and sustenance in
the required structure.

The TPM flight duration depends on its type (level of the PS engine thrust), the
chosen flight scheme (impulse delivery or the mode of steady thrust), and the heightof the intermediate orbit. In the case of ERPS application (thrust is 2-3 N), the flight
duration may achieve one year. Using TPM on the base of NPPS with P pumping
through the core (thrust range is from 10 to 200 N) and the engines basing on the
NTP technologies (thrust range is from 100 to 2000 N), the impulse delivery may berealized in the course of which the TPM flight duration may be not more than 5-6days.

Dependence of the PM of the preset mass delivery duration by TPMs of differenttypes using the CV "Proton" with a oxygen-kerosene booster is illustrated in Fig.4.

The CV "Proton" was assumed to be
launched from the cosmodrome Baykonur; -.. , / -

power of the SPS basing on the planary "- ""
solar battery (SB) was chosen from the UP W -- . h-

condition of dimension limits at the level W 7

of 10-12 kW; power of nuclear TPMs of
all types in the power supply modes was 10 

IkW; power of the thermionic NPS in the "P , kg

propulsion mode for the ERPS power . ,o m
supply was 36 kW; the NPPS thrust in the
mode of hydrogen pumping through the
RC was 100 N; the NPPS thrust in the
NTP mode was 1000 N; SPTs of M-200, 1
M-290 types were considered as the ERE Fig. 4.
the specific impulse of which was chosen
optimum for each PM mass value.
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Let us use the stationary coefficient of readiness of the OG. Kr. as an efficiency
index of the TPM application in the DSM composition that present the ratio of the
average duration of the OG stay in the operational state (that is when the number of
operational SVs at the operating orbit will be not less than the preset one) to the OG
life-time:

t [N,,(t) _ N p r'
Kr, = texp

High values of the coefficient Kr are required as a rule for the SV OG of the
defense intention or for the commercial SVs requiring the expeditious compensation
to minimize the expenses for penalty payments associated with the space system
termination (for example, the communication system).

The main methods of the coefficient Kr increase are as follows:
* Application of the planned strategy of the OG replenishment (performance of

the forestalling launches before the assured SV life-time expiration);
* Reduction of the delivery duration (Tdel);
* Creation of the orbital reserve (Nres);
* Creation of the several channels of preparation to the launch (Nprep).

The estimate results of the application efficiency , ___
of the TPM of different types for the OG dislocation " Np,,rp

- N pIp=and sustenance in the required structure are shown in -N,, /
Fig. 5-7.

Duration of the OG dislocation consisting of up N.,=7
to 7 SVs does not exceed 2 years even with quite a /
durable (up to 1 year) SV delivery by the TPM. For
the OG of a significant structure (10 SVs and more),
the major factor determining the OG dislocation
duration is the pace of launches that is determined to .. =
a great extent by the time of the CV and SV
preparation for the launch and by the term of the o05 .0 T,1. yr

interlaunching regular sequence at the launching Fig. 5.
complex.

K, _ _ __ _ _ _

With the delivery duration of about 1 year for the N,,e=2
OG having no orbital reserve, the coefficient of
readiness is not higher than 0.3-0.4 that is
unacceptable for the SV OG of the expeditious \
application. The creation of an additional channel for
the SV preparation for the launch in the structure of 0s5
the ground test site complex does not allow to
increase significantly the value of the OG readiness
coefficient. N p,.,r

-- Np,., = 2
N o, 5 N e=- 0

The creation of the orbital reserve has the most
influence over the Kr increase. For example, the 0.5  r10 dcl y r

reserve consisting of 1 SV leads to a more significant Fig. 6.increase of the readiness coefficient than the creation
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of an additional channel for the SV preparation for the launch.

It should be also noted that it seems impossible
to obtain high values of the readiness coefficient
(0.9 and more) with the delivery duration more than \
0.5 year even with the availability of the orbital Td ,= 10 da.
reserve. Therefore, it is expedient to consider the Td
opportunity of the TPM application providing for T d yr
the delivery duration of not more than 5-6 days for 0 5
the OG requiring high values (0.9-0.95) of Kr. In
this case, the use of the orbital reserve will provide
for Kr value approaching one. This time of the SV N -
delivery to the operating orbit may be provided for N
by the TPMs basing on the NPPS with P pumping
though the RC and using the NTP technologies. 2 4 6 NThe TPMs basing on the ERPS providing for a
durable delivery are evident to be used in the Fig. 7.
structure of OGs that are dislocated in advance and
that do not require the expeditious replanishment.

The field of the rational application of the TPMs basing on the ERPS includes
the OG of a modest composition (2-4 SVs). In this case, the value of Kr in the rangeof 0.75-0.85 even with a durable (more than 7 months) SV delivery to the operating
orbit may be provided for taking into account the creation of the orbital reserve.

Thus, to improve the OG readiness for the purpose application, the reduction of
duration of the SV delivery to the operating orbit by the TPM is required. This task
may be solved by several methods among which the most drastic one is the transferto the "fast" TPMs. It is quite a complicated scientific-technical problem associatedwith the fact that the development of the NPPS using P pumping through the RCand the NTP technologies are now at the stage of the search and applied studies. Forthe TPMs basing on the ERPS the state of which is approaching to the developmentwork, one of the most efficient method to improve the expeditious delivery maybecome the redistribution of the characteristic velocity expenditures between thebooster stage and the TPM proper allowing to enlarge the intermediate orbit height.

Conclusion

The prospects of the ERPS application in the TPM composition will beassociated to a great extent with the provision of the competitiveness of the TPM
with the ERPS in comparison with the TPM of the alternative types.

The TPM introduction into the system of means for the OG dislocation and
sustenance may be evidently begun from the development of the solar TPM with theERPS. The available scientific-technical experience is quite sufficient to initiate thedevelopment work. The growth of requirement to increase PM mass will objectively
lead to the necessity of studying possible and expedient application nuclear TPMwith ERPS for which creation in Russia the are considerable scientific and technical



potentia! and experimental-industrial resources.

I T!ic application of TPM with ERPS being a part of OG with the needs of
effective guidance will demand the creation of orbital reserve SV in OG.

I As the same time TPM working out with the base bimodal NPPS with P
pumping through RC or with the base of NTP technologies can be considered as the
next stage of development of TPM as a means of delivery and power supply of SV of
different purpose intention.
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